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Editorial

2019 already – how the years fly by!

We would like to wish all members a

happy and prosperous New Year and

“Happy Austineering”. 

2018 saw some well-attended events

for the club – and some that were less

popular. Our Christmas Dinner, held

once again at the Wensum Valley

Hotel, was a great success and a report

appears on page 3.

Phil Sharpe, our Events Co-ordinator,

is already at work on the programme

for 2019 and the “first draft” is on

page 23. More details soon, but don’t

forget that the latest up-to-date pro-

gramme can be found on the club’s

web site at www.na7c.co.uk. 

Phil is always on the look-out for new

events and venues. If you come across

anything you feel might be of interest,

please let Phil know – contact details

opposite.

Our AGM will be held at the Jubilee

Hall on Tuesday 19 March. This is

your chance to have your say and to

influence how the club is run, so please

try to attend. Agendas and account

details should be issued prior to the

meeting.

Club membership expires on 31 March

and renewal forms will be sent out

early in March, when the Editor, wear-

ing his Membership Secretary hat, gets

back from his holidays. Prompt

renewal will be appreciated by him.

Another event – or non-event if you

prefer – will occur in March, when

Brexit is scheduled to come into force

on the 29th. Will it or won’t it? Nobody

knows and the effects of the possible

removal or modification of EU motor-

ing regulations, both existing and pro-

posed are impossible to predict. We

will, of course, pass on any informa-

tion that comes our way.

Finally, the user name and password to

access the on-line, full colour version

of this NA7ter are in the hard copy.

Rick
The next edition of the NA7ter will be published in April 2019 
Please let the Editor have any contributions before 31 March 

Contact details are on the inside front cover

www.na7c.co.uk

      “Members Only” user name: **** Password: *****
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Chairman's Chatter
As another year draws to a close, we

can reflect on what a great summer we

had in 2018. Whether or not it beats

1976 we can leave to the statisticians

but for Austineering it was heaven.

Even in early November I was still

working outside in a T-shirt so what

the rest of winter holds is anyone’s

guess. 

I remember in my aviation meteorol-

ogy classes learning about an early

forecasting device called Doctor Mer-

ryweather’s Tempest Prognosticator.

As far as I recall this consisted of a

glass jar with frogs dangling on wire.

When there was a reduction in atmos-

pheric pressure the frogs somehow

rang a bell but the exact principles of

the device are a distant memory. I will

have to check Mr Google one day but

in the meantime, I will continue to use

the BBC which has more sophisticated

technology available!

What a great turn out for our Christmas

Meal this year. There were 60 of us

seated which surpasses recent years

and is a great credit to my colleagues

on the committee who expend a great

deal of effort in ensuring the evening

passes smoothly and is fun for all.

Stephen Bayfield was a great “find” by

Paul and had everyone in stitches, I am

sure we will be seeing him again.

On the Austin front, I have reluctantly

removed the engine from the Gordon

England to investigate a clattering

noise that would not go away. Apart

from one broken valve spring, and one

valve cotter too many that had been

floating around the valve chest (possi-

bly causing the former), the cause was

finally discovered to be a rare form of

“rickfryeritis” – more commonly

known as a loose flywheel!

The crankshaft taper did not look too

badly knocked about so many hours

were spent lapping the flywheel on

with fine grinding paste. Crank and

rods are now with John Kirkby in

Croydon to be reground and white met-

alled. Having been foolish enough to

dispatch it Parcelfarce “Express 48

hours”, it finally arrived just over a

week after I posted it! My local post-

master advised me to claim compensa-

tion. This I did and Parcelfarce

informed me today that I will be

receiving the princely sum of £2.54 in

due course!

Whatever you may be doing over the

holiday period, Karen and I wish you

all a peaceful and happy Christmas and

good health for 2019

Safe and happy motoring for 2019.

Dave Witton
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News

Club Christmas Dinner – 11 December
Dave Rix reports on a well-supported event

The club Christmas Dinner was again

held at the Wensum Valley Hotel and

was well attended. 

The event was further enlivened by

Stephen Bayfield (right), an excellent

comedian from Suffolk. He entertained

us with a variety of very funny stories

and jokes following the – as usual –

tasty, enjoyable and efficiently-served

meal. All thanks to secretary Paul for

arranging the meal and entertainment

with all the work that it entailed.

Chairman David Witton summarised

what was a successful year for the club,

helped by the seemingly endless sunny

days. Thanks were also given to the

doughty ladies (mustn't get that spell-

ing wrong!) of the catering corps.

David Charles presented his annual tin

of biscuits to each of the ladies and to

Cherry for her contribution to the

monthly money-raising efforts for the

club funds.
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Rick conducted the extensive raffle

(seen here being inspected by Jean

Barnard) with great aplomb. It raised

exactly £200, so thanks to all the

bringers of prizes – I wonder, a bit

mischievously, how many will reap-

pear next year?

This year’s dinner was among the

best we have had and was helped by

the higher turnout of members along

with the entertainment – and if the

hubbub of conversation was anything

to go by was the most enjoyable.

Speakers’ Corner
Two interesting talks

Our autumn meetings were enlivened by

two interesting and contrasting

speakers. On 16 October we were enter-

tained by club member Tony Leslie

(right), who’s talk – 50 Years of Vintage

Motoring and Racing – actually spanned

the years from 1960 to the present.

Tony’s involvement with Sevens began

in 1949, when his father bought one.

Over the years he has driven and raced

147 different cars, many of them

Austins, including a racing Ulster once

clocked at 92mph and his favourite

Seven, a Nippy. 

Tony is the proprietor of Holmsdale

Sevens and recently relocated to Suffolk

with his partner, Fran. We look forward

to hearing more of his motoring adven-

tures. 
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Our November meeting saw the wel-

come return of Peter Cotes (right). This

time he described his adventures on the

“Classic Persia” rally from Istanbul to

Dubai in 2016. Entry was limited to 10

cars and in the end nine started, rang-

ing from a 1937 Lagonda to a 2012

Mitsubishi.

As the rally began in Istanbul, Peter

and his wife had to drive overland to

get there. Arriving at the Hook of Hol-

land the starter motor on their Lotus

Elan failed and they had to return to the

UK for a spare! 

Other than this, the journey across

Europe (four days) and the subsequent

Rally (8 days) were relatively unevent-

ful – the only damage to the car was a

minor sideswipe from an over-enthusi-

astic overtaker and a damaged win-

dow-winder. Other cars were less

lucky. A 1979 Bentley T2 had to with-

draw with damaged steering and the

Lagonda was out of action for a while

with engine trouble.

From how Peter described it, their

progress through Turkey and Iran was

as much a sight-seeing tour as a rally.

They crossed from Bandar Abbas in

Iran to Dubai by ferry and flew home

from there, while the Elan was shipped

back by boat.
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Caption Competition Results

There was a good response to the Caption Competition in the last NA7ter, 

when we asked 

“Who’s saying what?”

The winner was, appropriately enough, Trevor Jenkins (third from right) with:

It’s the WAFFLE valve – I can hear it!

Congratulations! Trevor and Mavis win free club membership for 2019/20.

New Members
Please join us in welcoming the following new members to the club:

Nick and Sarah Watts live in Roydon, near Diss and have just become the owners of

a 1938 Big Seven Forlite.
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Our Cars

Buffy

Hamish Alger reports on BF6915’s progress

Buffy – you can see where the name

comes from – was acquired in June

2014 from a dealer south of Birming-

ham. I was never going to be allowed

to keep the original registration on the

car - this was made clear to me before

purchase, but WW 311 would have

looked better on her! Trouble is, I'm

old enough to remember what BF

stood for – even if today's youngsters

don't.

Condition-wise she was a mish-mash,

with a recently-repainted light blue

body, a badly rusted chassis, a broken

rear spring, an engine that lacked pow-

er even by Austin 7 standards, a leak-

ing radiator, a new single duck roof,

rusty wheels with loose spokes and old

split tyres. The door cappings were

new and had never been drilled to ac-

cept side screens which were not sup-

plied.

Four years on and she is nearly ready

for the road. The chassis was repaired,

lightly blasted and a protective finish

applied. All necessary work was done

to the engine by the late Dave Orange,

my dear friend from Essex, the gear-

Buffy on delivery in 2014
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box was rebuilt and the old leaking ra-

diator replaced with a new correct

honeycombed type. The floor was

rusty so it was thoroughly cleaned off

and two coats of metal paint applied.

Great care was taken to protect the

body paintwork and it has not been

necessary to do any repainting except

for some small scratches. 

I overhauled the magneto and it seems

fine. In the 1960s, I travelled in a ‘26

Chummy and the magneto never let me

down, although I am aware that others

tell a different story.!

The number plates were prepared be-

fore being hand painted. The wheels

had their original very thin spokes,

which were in poor condition. These

were replaced by slightly thicker

spokes, the rims being saveable. Five

new tyres (350 x 19), tubes and rim

tapes were fitted. Most running gear

was okay, although the brakes were

saturated in oil and there was some

looseness in the fit between half shafts

and hubs.

A later steering gear box had been fit-

ted which meant the column rose from

the floor at the wrong angle, making a

poor fit to the dash; an earlier type has

now been fitted which was surprisingly

difficult to find. A proper Rist horn

was obtained from Beaulieu by our es-

teemed Chairman which replaced a

modern beep beep. 

The vacuum wiper did not work; this

was professionally repaired after my

attempts failed! The front scuttle lights

are CAV and only required a good

clean and repainting. The rear light

was removed and two modern but peri-

od looking rear and brake lamps were

fitted together with four flashing indi-

cators of matching design. Phil Jepson

let me have a period calormeter that re-

places a modern glaring monstrosity!

The rewiring was carried out jointly by

myself and my friend Brian Page using

armoured cable. It is interesting to real-

ise how much more wiring the car has

now, compared with when it was new.

In 1927 all it had was plug leads, mag-

neto earth, wires to side and headlights

(no dip), one rear light and the horn.

So, on Tuesday morning 12 Novem-

ber, in the presence of Annie and Dave

and Tricia Rix, Buffy was started for

the first time in nearly 4 years and ran

really well. Some adjustments were

made to carburettor and the ignition

and she settled down to run smoothly.

The only snag was when we decided to

stop the engine. Turning the ignition

switch to off did not stop the engine.

We had forgotten to earth the magneto!

What's to do then? Some minor fuel

and oil leaks to sort out also brake ad-

justments (easier with uncoupled

brakes) and the fitting of eight new side

screens should see her on the road next

year. Happy Severning.
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Hamish and Dave Rix get their heads together for the first engine run
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Austin’s Aircraft

Dave Rix delves into aviation history 

It is well known that at the beginning

of both world wars, factories were

turned over to the production of arma-

ments and other war requirements.

In 1914 the Austin factory, with a work

force of 2800, was immediately re-

quired to take on the manufacture of

lorries, aircraft, aero engines, guns,

shells, ambulances and other equip-

ment, including electrical switch gear.

This was clearly a monumental task, as

it required a massive extension of the

factory space and a skilled work force

in a very short time. It has always been

a thing of wonder to me how, in both

wars the transition from peace time to

war time design and production was

achieved in so relatively short time.

Imagine it happening so rapidly these

days.

Austin were contracted to supply the

RAF 1A engine. This was an air cooled

V8 of 90hp output and about 2,400

were produced. Another was a Sun-

beam designed water-cooled V8, but it

had major faults and was discontinued

after a hundred had been made.

Aircraft manufacture consisted of only

four Bristol F2Bs, but around 1550

SE5 and 5As came off the production

lines. The RE7, apparently regarded as

the most useless aircraft of the war,

was also made. It is said to have a top

sped of 82mph but seldom exceeded

60, and as the stalling speed was

50mph and as it was a pig to fly in a

wind it was not loved by the pilots. It

was also claimed that a boy on a bike

could pass it. The RE8 which followed

was only slightly better.

Although heavily involved in war

work, Herbert Austin decided to set up

an aircraft design department in 1917

to develop his own range of light

planes, as follows:

Austin AFB1

A biplane of traditional design of wood

and fabric, it had a 29ft 6in wingspan,

an Hispano-Suiza V8 liquid cooled en-

gine with a performance of 138mph

and could reach 10,000ft in nine min-

utes, slightly better than the SE5. Aus-

tin’s patented a machine gun to fire

through the centre of the prop shaft in

December 1917.

The prototype flew in July 1917 and al-

though modifications were carried out

after further flights the programme was

cancelled.

Austin Greyhound H4317

A 2 seat tandem fighter/reconnaissance

biplane. Completed after the armistice

owing to difficulties with its 320hp

ABC nine-cylinder radial engine.
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Three prototypes built and flown but

no further development was undertak-

en.

Top speed 130mph   Wingspan 39ft.

Austin Osprey Triplane AFT

Intended to compete with the Sopwith

Snipe. The six wings were inter-

changeable. Powered by a Bentley

BR2 nine-cylinder radial engine the

aircraft was no match for the Snipe.

Armament was two 7.7mm machine

guns synchronised to fire through the

propeller at the appropriate moment,

Only one of these was made and two

prototypes were abandoned.

Top speed 110mph Wingspan 27ft

7ins.

Austin Whippet 

This little machine had folding wings,

to permit storage in a 20ft x 10ft garage

and enable it to be towed by a car. The

price was planned at £275.00 with an

Austin four-cylinder horizontally op-

posed engine but an Anzani five-cylin-

der radial was fitted which upped the

price to nearer £500.00. It first flew in

1918 and had an airspeed of 90/95

Austin Osprey Triplane
Photo from www.austinmemories.com
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mph, its landing speed was 35mph and

it climbed to 5,000 ft in six minutes and

to 10,000 ft in 14 minutes,.

The tare weight was 580lb and with pi-

lot, oil and six gallons of fuel was ap-

proximately 800lb which gave two

hours duration and about 180 miles

range. It is believed five were pro-

duced of which two were exported

Austin Kestrel

A prototype was built in 1919. A side-

by-side two-seater, it had a tubular

steel fuselage and a 160hp Beardmore

engine. It took part in a military trial in

1919 at Martlesham and came in third,

winning £1600 for the company, but

orders for the machine were not forth-

coming so the aircraft side of the busi-

ness was closed down.

This article is just to give an overview

of the company’s private aircraft ven-

ture and is not a comprehensive list of

all the design specifications or per-

formances. After all, very few planes

were produced and it could hardly have

been a commercial success.

Designed by John Kenworthy they

were of wood and fabric construction,

although the Kestrel featured a tubular

A replica Austin Whippet at the South Yorkshire Aircraft Museum
Photo from Wikipedia
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steel fuselage as mentioned. In the late

20s leisure flying took off in a big way

(‘scuse the pun!) and Sir Herbert might

then have had some success. It is also

doubtful whether any have survived. 

Anyway, if the old boy had been suc-

cessful with aircraft we may not have

had the Seven and wouldn't have met

such a fine bunch of folks as we all un-

doubtedly are!

Footnote:

A Spitfire gave a short local display

last year, to honour a local Battle of

Britain pilot, Tom Neil, who passed

away in July 2018. I went to a talk on

his service life once – a smart and dig-

nified man with quite a tale to tell.

We who were brought up during the

war were constantly subjected to the

sound of aero engines of all types, but

it is the Merlin sound that makes the

hairs on the back of the neck stand up

above all others.

Austin Kestrel
Photo from www.austinmemories.com
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FBHVC News

The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs publish a bi-monthly magazine that

highlights legislation and other topics which may affect our hobby. Articles of

interest will be reprinted here. If any member would like to read the magazine in full,

please contact the Editor, or visit the FBHVC website at: www.fbhvc.co.uk

Legislation – Bob Owen

Roadworthiness
We know the system is settling down,

though there are a few issues of con-

cern. Not least is the reduced function-

ality of the Vehicle Enquiry System

(VES), which now provides no record,

as it used to do in respect of pre-1960

vehicles when they were the only

exempt vehicles of a vehicle actually

being test exempt. This failure may

represent limitations in the current sys-

tem, which might perhaps be solved

when DVLA migrates its data onto a

wholly new system. We have of course

been promised that other limitations of

the database in respect of the correct

indication of makes and models may

be solved at or after migration.

Registration & Licensing
While there are no specific develop-

ments in this area, I think I have to

advise members of a concern that the

Federation has. The Federation has of

course, not least through its relation-

ship with the All Party Parliamentary

Historic Vehicles Group (APPHVG),

over a long time been recognised by

DVLA as a valued partner to deal with

the admittedly difficult issues concern-

ing the registration of historic vehicles.

The Federation understands these

things in a different way from DVLA

and our point of view has been deemed

useful by DVLA.

There appears to be at the moment a

reduced level of engagement within

DVLA with the specific interests in

historic vehicles and thus with the Fed-

eration.

The good news is that the V765 system

to recover a previously held registra-

tion appears to the Federation to be

working pretty smoothly, if rather

tightly controlled as to what is suffi-

cient documentation.

But there is increasing evidence com-

ing to us from members that problems

are appearing in relation to applica-
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tions for age related plates, including

those for reconstructed classic applica-

tions, which were not previously

encountered. 

There are certain examples of this

development where problems we have

highlighted, and would have expected

to be relatively easy to solve, have sim-

ply stalled. No solution has been

offered and we are not entirely clear

why. 

We are for instance particularly con-

cerned about the tightening of the

approach to Q plates of which we and

many members were formally advised

late last year. This can affect entitle-

ment to Vehicle Excise Duty (VED)

exemption and to exemption from

roadworthiness testing, both of which

are, in legislation, related to date of

vehicle build, not registration. 

It is the view of the Federation that, if

the owner of a vehicle, which has not

been radically altered, can currently

produce the documentary evidence

required by DVLA to justify issue of

an age related plate in respect of that

vehicle, then the fact that it is currently

on a Q Plate should normally be irrele-

vant. We have not yet been able to con-

vince DVLA of the force of this

argument.

The situation is made slightly worse by

the current difficulty in arranging suf-

ficient face-to-face meetings, which

we do realise might arise from recent

personnel changes within DVLA. 

So the Federation is concerned that the

traditional approach of the UK Gov-

ernment, that historic vehicles are a

special case to be treated with sympa-

thy, and where necessary special pro-

cedures, is at risk, perhaps

accidentally, as a result of increasing

emphasis on efficiency in DVLA.

We will be investigating by all possible

means the extent to which this change

of emphasis is or is not deliberate and

whether it can be modified.

Insurance - The Effect of VNUK
You will all recall that the Vnuk case

(which has been followed by several

others) in the European Court of Jus-

tice (ECJ), interpreted the EU Motor

Insurance Directive to mean that vehi-

cles should be insured whether on or

off the road. 

What appears on the face of it to be a

fairly simple protection for the con-

sumer raised two big issues, with

which the Federation is concerned.

• The potential major effect on com-

petitive motorsport, which is what 

also concerns the MIA, and
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• The possibility that vehicles cur-

rently held to be exempt from com-

pulsory insurance because they are 

not entitled to be used on the road 

(in the UK that mainly means on 

SORN), should nevertheless be 

insured. 

You will also recall that the Vnuk case

caused the UK Government to con-

sider urgent changes to the law. They

consulted, and the Federation submit-

ted a response putting our arguments

on both aspects, but the Government

never responded to the Consultation,

for whatever reason.

I also raised the matter more generally

in the Legislation Commission of

FIVA. But at that time, as no other

Member State was actively consider-

ing changes to the national laws, the

question rested.

What is now happening is that the EU

Commission, which was already work-

ing on a redraft of the existing Motor

Insurance Directive, introduced ele-

ments into their new proposal to reflect

the ECJ's view requiring extension of

compulsory insurance.

FIA has, as is their obvious duty, taken

up the cudgels on the competition issue

through the proper route, which is in

this case engagement with the Internal

Market and Consumer Protection

Committee of the European Parlia-

ment. 

FIVA made a short response to the

Committee supporting the FIA

approach on competition. The position

is not so clear on the question of road

vehicles not permitted to be used on the

highway, many of which will of course

be incapable of movement. This is very

peripheral to FIA, but not to us, so

FIVA has made direct responses to the

Committee “Rapporteur”, Dita Cha-

ranzova of the Czech Republic, and

sought reciprocal FIA support.

Both the FIVA approaches were

informed by the work the Federation

had already done on the UK domestic

context, so I am sure our arguments

were properly presented.

The proposals are, at the time of writ-

ing this, at a sensitive stage awaiting

completion of consideration in the

Committee. 

We await the imminent publication of

the report from Ms Charanzova. That

report will be followed by other Mem-

bers' reports which will take account of

her report. It is this stage which has

caused Mr Aylett to make his most

recent appeal.

When we have seen the report of Ms

Charanzova and other members of the

Committee we will know the extent to

which our arguments have been taken

into account and how next to approach

this matter. 
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Be assured I am closely involved on

your behalf in the FIVA efforts and

actions in this regard. I will also be

keeping a close eye on the extent, if

any, which any deal on Brexit might

have on the applicability of these pro-

posals in the UK in the future. It is

most unlikely however that the UK

Government would choose to be less

protective of consumers than the EU,

so whatever is decided there is likely to

be important to us.

I will keep you advised of progress in

future Editions of the Magazine.

The Future?
Given the fact that there is not much

solid news this month, this may be a

good opportunity to provide an insight

into where we think we might be going

in the future, and what might be the

challenges to the exercise of our rights

to use our historic vehicles.

Those of us who use our vehicles will

already be conscious of the increased

difficulty of getting about on the roads.

The lower acceleration and speeds and

less efficient braking of historic vehi-

cles, particularly those of greater age,

means the presence of many vehicles

with rapid acceleration and excellent

brakes, and the increasing presence of

cyclists, creates new hazards for us.

For many of our older members, the

solution is reluctantly simply to stop

driving them. But these are matters of

fact and choice.

There may however be more deliberate

threats to use of our historic vehicles.

Everyone is familiar with the onset of

Low Emissions and Clear Air Zones.

We know they are going to increase in

number and probably most of us recog-

nise they are indeed justified if the

inhabitants of our cities and large

towns are to have the benefit of purer

air to breathe and if the effects of cli-

mate change are to be mitigated. 

Here the good news is that by and

large, our arguments that there are not

in total many of us, that the use of our

vehicles is very limited, and that our

vehicles represent a part of our culture

and heritage, which it would be wrong

to discard, have held sway. But it may

not always be like that, and the calls for

exclusion of all internal combustion

vehicles from urban areas may

increase and become overwhelming.

We did not expect the pressures which

are now appearing on the supply of 97

Octane petrol of no more than 5% eth-

anol content, and they may not materi-

alise, but we should treat them as a

warning for the future.

Because the predictions as to the

arrival of electrically powered vehicles

to replace the internal combustion
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engine are advancing and it may be that

a large majority of vehicles will be

electric much sooner than we have

expected. Certainly the technology has

made some strides which would have

been unthinkable a few years ago. 

That could result in a simple market led

threat to sufficiently widespread sup-

plies of our fuel. These developments

could mean a need to rethink some of

the current registration processes and

procedures, and indeed some of the

rules around fuel storage.

We may indeed all need to decide if

our vehicles are to be consigned to

museums, or if they remain sufficiently

authentic after conversion to electric

power that we wish to go on using

them. 

The onset of autonomous, as distinct

from electrically powered, vehicles,

may have massive effect. 

We have already heard, in a recent

interview with the Head of the High-

ways Agency, that autonomous vehi-

cles, which were a short while ago

being boosted as able to deal safely

with any road hazards, may not be able

to meet their aspirations for safety

unless any vehicle which cannot talk to

them is banned from at least some of

the roads they use. He specifically ref-

erenced, in an entirely disparaging

manner, historic vehicles in these com-

ments. So yes, some people really are

out to get us. 

And the proponents of autonomous

vehicles are firmly wedded to the con-

cept that driving is a chore, to be

avoided at all costs. Has anyone done

any research to show that to be the gen-

eral opinion, especially outside major

cities? Some of us, probably most of

our members, actually like driving!

The proponents of these vehicles also

sell the concept as creating autonomy,

but in fact it is transferring autonomy

from the human being to the vehicle.

Surely society cannot take that massive

step in loss of human autonomy with-

out a major debate about it? The his-

toric vehicle movement is a good place

to start that debate.

And lastly, first noticed in surveys in

Germany, but starting to be evident

here, we may be losing youth, in partic-

ular urban youth. 

Someone who lives in a big city, who

leaves it, if at all, by train, who gets

around either by bike, which they per-

ceive as healthier, or at a tap of the

Uber app on their smartphone, and

who shops in the same way, may sim-

ply not care about buses, cars or motor-

cycles, historic or otherwise, any more.

And they will certainly regard heavy

goods vehicles, which largely in cities

only come out at night, as a best an

inconvenient nuisance. Maybe we can
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keep their interest by playing the herit-

age and culture card as often as possi-

ble. We need to try.

I hope the above has started some of

you thinking about these challenges.

We had better be, or our days as a

movement are numbered.

DVLA - Ian Edmunds
I have received some comment that the

final paragraph of my article in the last

Newsletter referring to change of tax

class did not provide sufficient expla-

nation. So, with apologies for that I

will seek to make amends now!

The first point to understand is that,

with the exception of vehicles which

were inactive (unlicensed) when the

SORN regulations came into effect, all

vehicles must be continuously either

licensed or SORNed. At any time an

application for either one (SORN or

license) will automatically cancel the

other. This is known as 'Continuous

Registration'.

Further to that all vehicles which are

licensed are required to be insured,

even if they are not in use. This is

checked frequently by DVLA and if a

licensed vehicle is found to not be

insured enforcement action will fol-

low. FBHVC Newsletter 4/2016

(available on the Federation website at

http://www.fbhvc.co.uk/members-

pages/newsletter-archive/) carries a

short explanation of Continuous Insur-

ance Enforcement (CIE) as it is known.

The final part of this background is that

DVLA cannot register a vehicle with-

out also licensing it. A change of tax

class is considered equivalent to regis-

tration as significant tax related infor-

mation has changed. A 're-registration'

if you like. 

The net result of all this is that if an

application is made to change the tax

class of a vehicle which is not licensed

at the time it will automatically

become licensed. Any existing SORN

will be cancelled. Because if the

change is to the historic class there is

no VED payable, in most cases no

MoT is required and because of CIE no

check is made for insurance at the time

of licensing, the keeper may not recog-

nise that he has in fact licensed the

vehicle. 

So, if the vehicle has been on SORN

and is not insured it will be picked up

on the next CIE check and an Insurance

Advisory Letter will be issued. To

avoid this, the vehicle should be

SORNed again as soon as the tax class

change is completed.

DVLA have recently provided us with

clarification of a particular aspect of
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the policy supporting the issue of age-

related registrations that had not previ-

ously been clear to me, nor, I suspect,

to some others. Prior to 1983 all vehi-

cles registered for the first time in

Great Britain were given current regis-

tration numbers. From 1 August 1983,

coincident with the introduction of pre-

fix registration numbers, used vehicles

were given numbers appropriate to the

vehicles age. This policy still applies,

however it is not retrospective and

vehicles that were registered prior to

1983 and given then current registra-

tion numbers in line with their date of

registration in GB cannot have their

numbers changed. 

Despite that policy for a short period of

time in the 1980s some Vehicle Regis-

tration Offices may have been issuing

A and B suffix registration numbers in

certain circumstances, for example as a

replacement number following a cher-

ished transfer application. DVLA may,

depending on the circumstances,

change these numbers but this can only

be on a case-by-case basis as it would

be necessary to interrogate the old

records and retrieve archived docu-

ments. However, the majority of regis-

trations would have been correctly

allocated in accordance with the policy

in place at the time of registration and

will not be changed if this is the case.

As in all cases where a keeper believes

their registration number is incorrect,

they should write to Vehicle Case-

work, DVLA, Swansea SA99 1BD,

explaining why they believe it to be

incorrect and supply documentary evi-

dence if appropriate. 

A number of member clubs have told

me over the last few months that first

registration applications of a form that

have been accepted for several years

are now being rejected by DVLA,

often with very unhelpful rejection let-

ters. In some cases the clubs concerned

have written formal letters of com-

plaint to DVLA and unfortunately

these have not received timely

responses. If your club is experiencing

similar difficulties please let me know

by email on vehicles@fbhvc.co.uk. 
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Rubber Band & Downhill Race Night – Tuesday 16 April

Rules
All Cars

1. Each car must be no bigger than 10.5 inches long, 4.5 inches wide and 5 inches high (266mm x

114mm x 177mm). THE CARS MUST BE ABLE TO FIT IN THE SCRUTINEERS “GARAGE”.

2. Cars may be made from wood, card, plastic, adhesive tape and glue. No metal parts are allowed

EXCEPT FOR THE ROAD WHEELS. Any gears and axles must be non-metallic.

3. The car that travels the greatest distance in a straight line shall be the winner. There will also be a

“Concours” prize for the car judged the best-looking model on the night.

Rubber Band Cars

4. All cars shall be powered by ONE Number 34 rubber band. A regulation band will be supplied and

fitted on the night by the scrutineer.

5. The rubber band shall be complete and intact. No cut bands or catapult starts are allowed.

6. All cars must be fitted with a body - saloon, sports, van, open tourer or special. Rolling chassis are

not permitted.

Downhill Cars

7. Cars must not be heavier than 6ozs (170g).

8. No body parts required, driver in seat will be permissible.

9. There shall be no powered starts, only free running from the top of the ramp.

The scrutineer's decision is final

Great Prizes at Stake

Side Bets, Winner Takes All, Will Be Allowed

All enquiries to Paul Maulden 01986 872537 or 

paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com
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What’s On
Below is the “first draft” is of the Events Calendar. It is still a bit sketchy, but hope-

fully some of the blanks will be filled in soon. Don’t forget that the latest up-to-date

programme can be found on the club’s web site at www.na7c.co.uk. 

Here are some of the confirmed events over the next few months– contact details in the

calendar:

Tuesday 15 Jan – NA7C Meeting

Tuesday 19 Feb – NA7C Meeting

Tuesday 19 Mar – NA7C Annual General Meeting

Saturday 30 Mar/Sunday 31 Mar – Eastern Counties Vintage Tractor Show –

Royal Norfolk Showground

Tuesday 19 Mar – NA7C Meeting – Rubber Band & Downhill Racing (See oppo-

site for details)

NA7C Events Calendar 2019
Bold type Underlined = NA7C Organised Event      Bold type = NA7C Supported Event

Normal Type = Event not organised by NA7C but recommended or suggested by NA7C

Grey shaded – a new or amended event added since last issue

Note: Please let the organiser know if you plan to attend an event

Date E vent Venue Contact

Jan 15 Tue NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 01603 744981
phil@sendale.org.uk

Feb 19 Tue NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

Mar 19 Tue NA7C Annual General Meet ing Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

30 
31

Sat 
Sun

Eastern Counties Vintage  Tractor Show Royal Norfolk 
Showground

Michael Cur tis 
07753182065/01508550293 
michae l.curtis4@gmail.com
www.easterncountiesvin-
tageshow.co.uk

Apr 16 Tue NA7C Meeting - Rubber Band & Downhill 
Racing

Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Paul Maulden 01986 872537 
paul_l iz@maulden21.plus.com

28 Sun Drive It Day TBD Phil Sharpe
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Please Note: All the above events and dates are subject to change. 

Visit our website at www.na7c.co.uk for the latest information

May 5 Sun Classic Car Show Rickinghall Village Hall Free Entry - Names to Phil 
Sharpe before 10 Feb, please

5
6

Sun
Mon

Stradsett Park Vintage Rally Stradsett Park, 
Downham Market

Phil Sharpe
Gordon Carson 01945 880091

www.nvtec-ea.org.uk/rally/

6 Mon Broadland MG Owners Club Heritage Run TBD  Jenny Clark 01493 601796
www.broadlandmgoc.co.uk

19 Sun Classic Car & Bike Rally Skeyton Goat Phil Sharpe 
www.skeytongoatinn.co.uk

21 Tue NA7C Meeting: Guest Speaker: Mike Page - 
RNLI

Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

Jun 2 Sun Elveden Classic & Vintage Car Show Elveden Estate Walled Gar-
den, Thetford

www.elvedencarshow.co.uk

9 Sun Euston Rural Pastimes Euston Park, nr Thetford eustoncars@gmail.com 
01359 268483 
www.eustonruralpastimes.org.uk

15 
16

Sat 
Sun

Vintage Rally & Country Fair Goodrich Park, Palgrave, Suf-
folk IP22 1BA

Phil Sharpe 
www.throughtheages.co.uk

18 Tue NA7C Meeting - Drive-It Night 
& Free Barbecue

Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

22 
23

Sat 
Sun

Heveningham Hall Country Fair Heveningham Hall 01728 832363
www.countryfair.co.uk

30 Sun NICE Vintage Fayre Rackheath Playing Field - 
10:00 am

Phil Sharpe

Jul 7 Sun Wymondham Fun Day Wymondham Rugby Club 
09:00-15:00hrs

Phil Sharpe

16 Tue NA7C Meeting – Skittles Tournament Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

31 Wed International Vintage Glider Rally Tibbenham Airfield (4 miles 
Southwest of Long Stratton - 
NR16 1NT)

Car clubs have been invited 
on Wednesday - more details 
to follow
www.norfolkglidingclub.com
Phil Sharpe

Aug 11 Sun RAFA Day - Norfolk & Suffolk 
Aviation Museum

Flixton Phil Sharpe 
www.aviationmuseum.net

20 Tue NA7C Meeting – Guest Speaker: Peter 
Cotes

Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

25 
26

Sun
Mon

Village at War Gressenhall Farm & 
Workhouse, Dereham

Miriam Burroughs 01362 869262
miriam.burroughs@norfolk.gov.uk

Sep 17 Tues NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

Oct 15 Tues NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

Nov 19 Tues NA7C Meeting – Guest Speaker: Dr. Rowan 
Francis (Forncett Steam Museum)

Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

Dec 10 Tues NA7C Christmas Dinner Wensum Valley Hotel, Golf 
and Country Club, 
Beech Avenue, Taverham, Norwich

Paul Maulden 01986 872537 
paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com

Date Event Venue Contact



And Finally...

Build Your Own Twin-Cam Racer!
A cross-section of the 744cc twin-cam engine, drawn by its principal 

designer, Murray Jamieson. Powered by this engine, running at

9,000rpm and developing 116 brake horse-power on sprint fuel, in 1936

the car set a new record over the flying kilometre at Brooklands of

122.74mph. This drawing, along with many others, 

is now preserved in the Association 

archives.




